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Dear Reader,

Why do we reincarnate? We are evolving. Each successive lifetime is leading
us further down the evolutionary trail, that is, if we opt to learn from the past.
There is a purpose that each of us is to fulfill. It is not so much that we are
trying to erase our karma or past life lessons. The idea is to gain the wisdom
and consciousness, to make choices that help further our growth. In a sense,
each of us is dancing into attunement with Earth’s metaphysical energies. We
are rising to the level at which She operates. To do this, it takes action and
reflection. Earth’s mandala energy is always available to bring us back to a
center of balance, if we will just look in the "right" places!

There is a saying that you reap what you sow. This is the great principle of
cause and effect. There are actions and thoughts that defined us in other lives.
They have guided us to where we are in the present. Some of these
tendencies were positive influences, while other ones caused us to veer a bit
off our course in terms of growth. These past impressions do not exert any
control over us. However, at times their pull can feel immense. We do have
freedom of choice and can create new options. This is a strong message to
remember when reading this report!

How To Use This Report

The information in this report is intended to help you clarify key reasons for
your incarnation. The idea isn’t to give you all of the answers but a few clues on
how to better understand your mission. Think of this report as helping to point



you toward a deeper connection with your life purpose. There are no perfect
people so don’t feel bad if you read something that seems a bit negative. If we
were perfect with no lessons to learn, there would be no reason for being here.
Don’t you agree? Think of karma or the challenges  you face as growth
potential.

Keep a positive attitude when reading this report or any other information that is
designed to guide and assist you. If you have an open mind and heart, the
information can help you find clarity. May your life fill with creative joy and the
happiest embrace of Earth’s mandala energy!

Enjoy your life journey,

Bernie Ashman



Your Place In The Earth Mandala

 Interpretation of month and day of birth:

        Day 217: August 5

        The Sign:
        Leo

        The Element:
        Fire

        The Daily Pulse:
        Charms
         
        The Vision:
        The mysterious forces surrounding the craft she is learning ever so
diligently, spellbind an initiate.

        The Earth Energy Oracle:
        A day when the universe is saying to let a dream have its way with you, in
trying to control it the magic might be lost.
         
        The Karmic Path:
        If you were born on this day, in previous incarnations you did not really
trust the invisible forces of life as much as you could have. There was a
preoccupation with controlling whatever was in front of you. Spontaneity
worried you in that it required a letting go beyond your willingness to do so. A
desire not to adapt to changing circumstances kept you confined to the past.
New thinking had problems in reaching your thought processes, as did those
hoping to influence your ideas. You had a strong will power that did not exactly
bend when it would have been wise to do so.

        The Challenge:
        The challenge was an uncompromising nature that held onto concepts that



had already long-served their purpose.

        The Resolution:
        Exploring other worlds.
         
        The Opportunity:
        Have you discovered that when you agree to try alternative solutions to
challenges that you are happier? It is in loosening up a bit and going with the
flow that the magic of life knows you on an intimate level. People sense you to
be warmer and easier to approach when you take the time to connect with your
inner landscape. Your intuition guides you around potential obstacles. You
usually incarnate with a very determined spirit. Facing adversaries and even
danger down directly, was not so uncommon in your past lives. In this one, you
are more effective when taking a multifaceted attitude. Linear or down-to-earth
logic will not make you a winner all of the time. Balancing the tendency to take
charge quickly with an inner eye that can respond sensitively is part of your
path.

        The Professional Passion:
        You were a solid entrepreneur through gracefulness in serving the public.
Leadership and management positions you wore proudly.
         
        The Relationship Energy:
        You were a real romantic and enjoyed falling in love. Romance kindled
your creative energies. You liked passionate individuals with a need for
adventure. In lives where you were very reserved, there was an attraction to
assertive types because they made you feel alive. When you were in the take-
charge mode, there were occasional power struggles. Balanced dependency
needs made for greater harmony. Friendships became quite competitive
because you liked being challenged more often than not. Your favorite soul
mates were self-reliant but had a way of making you feel important through
showering you with attention.
         
        The Seasonal Influences:
         
        Spring made you restless in looking for new milestones to begin upon.
The warrior in you was prominent here. Seeking recognition was a motivating
force.
         
        Summer did not really slow you down. You released a strong creative



intensity. Your moods were less predictable. Escape to beautiful places
replenished your psyche.
         
        Fall every once in a while tried to introduce you to the intuitive world. If you
responded with open arms, amazing things occurred. Metaphysical leanings
grew.
         
        Winter got you to mull over future plans more carefully. You were eager to
launch new directions. Patience was easier to adopt. Romance and ideals
called to you.


